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1. Introduction 

The mankind world is filled up with conflict, competition and collaboration. 

Prisoners’ dilemma game, the non-cooperative game, arises frequently in our life. The 

'typical situation of prisoners’ dilemma is that two suspects are interrogating in separate 

isolation rooms because of a bank-robbing crime. The interrogator makes a statement to 

each. “You may choose confess of keep silent. If you confess and your partner keeps 

silent I will drop all charges against you and use your testimony to ensure your partner 

does series time. Likewise, if your partner confesses while you keep silent, he will go 

free while you do the time. If you both confess I get two convictions, but I'll see to it 

that you both get early parole. If you both keep silent, I'll let you two go free." The two 

suspects choose either cooperation or defection under this situation. The best strategy 

for them is choose cooperation, keep silent. But each of them may be afraid of being 

defected by the other. The outcome for this situation would be that both of them defect 

each other. Puzzles with this structure were devised and discussed by Merrill Flood and 

Melvin Dresher in 1950, as part of the Rand Corporation's investigations into game 

theory. The title "prisoners’ dilemma" and the version with prison sentences as payoffs 

are due to Albert Tucker, who wanted to make Flood and Dresher's ideas more 

accessible to an audience of Stanford psychologists. 

Instead of being sentenced to jail, the experimental prisoners’ dilemma game usually 

use payoff as an incentive for players to play the game. With a perfect rationality and 

self-interest, the players maximize the benefit themselves. Unlike the situation the 

prisoners make decisions once above, the experimental prisoners’ dilemma game is 

played repeatedly and orderly with finite. When the experimental game is proceeding, 
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the players may get some information after each choice of strategies. The informed 

information may or may not affect the idea for making strategies of each player. 

Predicting how people choose their strategies round by round (cooperation or defection) 

in an experimental prisoners’ dilemma game is a part region in game theory. The 

predicting model is so-called game learning model. Fit the proper and well-descriptive 

learning models to the experimental game data is critical. The word “learning” indicates 

that whether the players would adapt themselves to the settings or dynamics of a game 

and then adjust their ideas for choosing strategies, like cooperation or defection in the 

prisoners’ dilemma game. The learning models examine how the informed information 

stimulates the players and makes the players learn the way to maximize their own 

benefits. 

This study introduces a prisoners’ dilemma game experiment sponsored by Institute 

for Social Sciences and Philosophy, Academia Sinica and explains the matching 

procedures and the design of experiment. The subjects are the students of various 

majors from Cheng-Chi University. We discuss the proposed learning models in the past: 

reinforcement learning model, belief learning, and Experience-Weighted Attraction 

learning model; and explain when and how to fit these models according to the settings 

of a game. Then we propose an extended reinforcement learning model suitable for our 

experimental prisoners’ dilemma game data. In order to evaluate the performance of 

predictions of learning models, it is necessary to have some evaluation indexes when 

fitting these models. We enumerate three indexes: mean square distance (MSD), log 

likelihood (LL), and proportion of inaccuracy (POI). Finally, we make a comparison of 

the predictions between the original model and the extended one. 


